
Micro-Abrasive Blasting
S o l u t i o n sS o l u t i o n s

for Dental Labs
Devesting Pressable Ceramics

Surface Preparation of Metal Alloys prior to Opaquing

Removal of Oxides from Surface of Porcelain Crowns

Selective Texturing of Dental Appliances

Shaping Tooth Anatomy
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The Comco Difference:
Power, Performance
& Reliability
    Comco, the industry leader in
micro-abrasive blasting technology,
confidently guarantees that our blasters
will perform with unequaled power and
precision in your dental lab.

    Unlike the inefficient, diffused blast of
venturi style or ‘pot’ blasters, all Comco MicroBlasters
are equipped with our patented modulator system. This ensures a well defined, consistent, and sharply
focused stream of abrasive delivered with every blast. The speed and power of our MicroBlasters
drastically reduce the time required for all of your applications.

    Comco manufactures a wide range of micro-abrasive blasting systems to meet the specific needs
of dental labs. A micro-abrasive blasting system consists of an abrasive blasting unit, work station,
dust collector, air dryer, and appropriate media and nozzles.

    Call us today for help in selecting the ideal micro-abrasive blasting system for your dental lab.
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Micro-Abrasive Blasting
For Dental Labs
    Micro-abrasive blasting is a simple, yet highly
effective, method of using very small abrasive
particles to clean, cut, or texture a wide variety
of materials and surfaces, including those
commonly used in dental labs. The process
provides uniform mixing of abrasive media with
an air stream and then propelling it out of small
nozzle tips at high velocity.

    Compact and lightweight, the ergonomically
designed handpiece is held as easily as a pencil,
allowing the operator to direct the abrasive with
comfort and pinpoint accuracy.

Surface preparation
prior to opaquing is
expertly accomplished
with a MicroBlaster.

With Comco’s MicroBlaster,
the operator can point the
abrasive stream accurately
for shaping tooth anatomy.

Comco MicroBlasters
remove investment materials
from pressable ceramics
with record speed and
pinpoint precision.

MicroBlasters can clean
oxidation and selectively
texture a variety of
dental appliances.
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Increased Performance
Simplicity of Use

Ease of Maintenance

    Comco offers affordable, low interest lease options for as little as $95 a month.*
With our low-cost payment plan, there’s no reason why your lab shouldn’t benefit from
top of the line equipment that will make your work easier and faster without increasing
your monthly overhead.

* Rates are subject to credit review and approval. Other conditions may apply.

Ask us about our $95 Lease exclusively for Dental Labs.*

MB 1002
 Dual Tank
   MicroBlaster

MB 1000
 Single Tank
   MicroBlaster
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You’ve probably heard about the unequaled quality
of our MicroBlasters from your colleagues.

Now  is the time to step up to the best for yourself.

 Ask us about the proven benefits of Comco’s MicroBlasters for YOUR Dental Lab!
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    Time IS money – and when your lab is brought to a halt
with unreliable equipment, it severely impacts your profitability.

    At Comco, we take pride in building the finest
micro-abrasive blasters in the industry. Engineered to last
year after year, our durable MicroBlasters feature robust
construction for reliable performance. The hardened fittings,
minimal components, and simple design result in far less
downtime than any competitive blaster.

    The MicroBlaster delivers the power, precision
and flexibility to perform a variety of applications.
Our blasters are ideal for the quick removal
of investment materials, delicate shaping of
tooth anatomy, and careful cleaning of gold, titanium
and porcelain surfaces. The MicroBlaster is Comco’s
best-selling machine among America’s leading dental labs.

This is what we do best:
We build MicroBlasters
that last!

Durability

Technical
Support

    For over 30 years, Comco has been
justifiably proud of the equipment we
engineer and of our people who build
and test every MicroBlaster.

    Our micro-abrasive blasters are backed by
superior service and support. Our experienced
customer service representatives and technical
specialists are well trained to handle your questions or
concerns in a friendly and timely manner. Additionally,
we offer a comprehensive one year warranty.

    At Comco, we firmly believe that our products and our
support team are the finest in the industry.

 Process
Flexibility
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